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INTERNATIONAL SKYDIVING COMMISSION 
DYNAMIC COMMITTEE REPORT 

Dynamic Committee members: 

 MOXNES Kristian Chair Norway 
 KIGER Domitille (Domi) Deputy Chair France 
 FLAAT Haavard Member Belgium 
 CORBY Mason Member Australia 
 BADDORF Anna Katharina Member Austria 
 PETRACCO David Member France 
 TUREK  Jan (Honza) Member Czech Republic 
 CHATELAIN Jean-Philippe Member France  
 VÄISTÖ Mauri Member Finland 

 

Key challenges 

We have identified three challenges for the next couple of years: 

1) Implement Solo Speed 

2) Make sure we have enough judges. 

3) Make sure our judges have the tools necessary to train and be current.  
 

Based on the feedback from competitors, the biggest suggested change to our rules for the Plenary is to 
add a new event Solo Speed. This is a format that has been tested on a national level for a few years. The 
challenge will be to have enough judges to accommodate this new event in Dynamic. 
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Work during 2022 

4th FAI World Indoor Skydiving Championships in Slovakia 19-22 April 2023 

Categories: 
- Dynamic Flying D2W  12 teams / 69 flights 
- Dynamic Flying D4W  7 teams / 39 flights 
- Dynamic Flying Junior D2W 5 teams / 31 flights 

Total of 10 NAC’s 

The technical side of the competition worked well, the organizer had done a good job with setting up the 
judging systems. Some smaller issues with the camera placement.  There was also a challenge with the 
temperature in the tunnel getting too high, especially during training. The FAI controller did a great job 
working to give everyone similar temperatures/conditions. 

The judging was mostly working okay. The biggest issue was during one of the free routine battles in 
Dynamic 4-way. Each of the five judges vote for the winning team. After one of the battles it was three 
against two. This is not in itself uncommon, the unusual thing was that the loosing team had higher 
technical difficulty score (40 % of the score) and both teams flew clean routines. Normally this would have 
given the opposite result. This issue was dealt with by the judges panel by reviewing the videos and casting 
a new vote. given the manifest error of assessment, the result was changed after the battle was finished, 
which created some frustration and anger from some of the competitors.  

We have discussed the above situation in the committee, and we have come up with a few amendments 
to the rules to hopefully avoid a similar situation in the future.  

The committee continues to improve the competition rules by simplifying them when possible and by 
improving them according to the feedback from the judges and the competitors. 

Communication 

We have held monthly electronic meetings during the year. For most meetings we have an agenda and 
record the minutes. This has helped us track the rule changes, and has significantly reduced the workload 
in the weeks leading up to, and during, the Plenary meetings. 

Judges 

We currently have 9 Category 1 DY Judges, and 3 Category 2 DY Judges.  

 

Future competitions 

2024:  3rd FAI European Indoor Skydiving Championships and the 5th FAI World Cup of Indoor Skydiving, 
Macau (Hong Kong NAC) 
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Rule changes Dynamic 2023/2024 

What Rule under discussion RULE # 

HOUSE- 
KEEPING 

Change wording to be in line with the other Mixers (remove 
“crossing through the Sidelines”) M7 in D2W 

Renaming Butterfly  
Butterlfy with bottom 
loops 

GENERAL 
COMPETITION 

RULES 

Add Solo Speed as a new event NEW CR 

Flight order during battles 5.5.1 

Speed for free routine: Add “Any entry into the flight chamber 
must be considered as a validation by the Team of the speed 
settings.” 4.6.5 

Speed for free routine: Add “For each free routine, the event 
judge must make note of the wind speed and communicate it to 
the judges. “ 

6.2.2.1 
 

Ensure quality of video: Replace “should” with Must” (5.2.2) and 
add a penalty if not compliant (5.2.3) Removed if the suggestion 
to “remove the mandatory delivery of video before the 
competition” is passed (ref rule # 5 & 6 below) 
 5.2.2, 5.2.3  

Junior have same draw as open, juniors fly first 4.4, 3.1 

Move the judging criteria “wind loading” from Technical Difficulty 
to Execution  6.2.1 

Creation of a judgement call for free routine. 

6.2.3 

No scoring for Qualifications (technical difficulty is only 
assessed).No video before then. Qualifications ranking based 
on speed only. During Tournament: then judges judge Win/Lose 
and must stick to the technical difficulty score given)  

5 and 6 
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Solo Speed 

At the request of competitors and in view of the worldwide organization of solo speed competitions, it became 
necessary to establish coherent rules accepted by all. These rules have been used in numerous competitions to test 
their quality.  

The DY Committee worked hard in 2022 and 2023 to present a new set of rules to the plenary session.  

It is this new event that we wish to present and see adopted as a new FAI event. 

A COPY OF THE SET OF RULES FOR Solo Speed (in the form of a project) is attached 

Budget 2023/2024 

We did not spend the budget in 2023, and we don't foresee any costs in 2024. 

 

Thank you to the members of the Committee for all your hard work. 
 


